Inspirations
Curtain walling, windows, doors, façades and protection systems

Sapa Building System

Sapa Building System’s mission is to
provide our customers with leading
architectural aluminium solutions
that are innovative, energy efficient
and environmentally sustainable.
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Key to Featured Projects

All projects featured in this
brochure incorporate products
manufactured and installed by
Sapa specialist subcontractors
across the UK and Europe.
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CREDENTIALS
Sapa Building Systems Ltd is a major
force in the UK fenestration industry.
We offer architects, contractors,
developers, fabricators, installers and
clients a wide range of innovative solutions
for curtain walling, doors, windows,
façades and specialist applications.

Backed by the resources of a major European
group, we develop and market high value-added
profiles in aluminium. Our business concept is
built on a close co-operation with our customers
in Europe, North America and Asia. In the UK,
Sapa Group has extensive multi-site extruding,
re-melt, anodising and polyester powder coating
facilities, offering total control and a fast and
co-operative response.

A perfect Mobius strip has no visible
boundaries; Sapa Building System has no
constraints when it comes to the design
and supply of innovative, high quality
architectural aluminium systems.
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THE ENVIRONMENT AND RECYCLING
Windows at Huntington School made
from 100% recycled aluminium

Environmental issues are, quite rightly, at the forefront of thinking

75% of all aluminium produced

across the building industry right now. In the aluminium sector, we are

since the 1880s is still in use

actively looking at responsible and ethical sourcing of raw materials and
manufactured products, designing for deconstruction, minimising
in-process waste and maximising reuse of building products at the
end-of-life stage.
MINING
The International Aluminium Institute monitors the performance of the
overwhelming majority of global bauxite mining and alumina smelting
operations. 97% of these mines are subject to formal rehabilitation
plans and agreements, with around 80% being restored to the natural
landscape on completion.
SMELTING
Aluminium is smelted from bauxite and, since the inception of the
process, improvements in technology have reduced the energy required
by almost 70%.
Extensive use of renewable energy in the form of hydroelectric power has
enabled the industry to deliver a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
of 32% since 1990, despite a 54% increase in primary aluminium

70%-98% of aluminium used in
today’s buildings will eventually
be recycled
The fundamental properties of
aluminium do not change after
recycling – a unique property
compared to other materials
Primary source is Bauxite,
one of the earth’s most
abundant natural resources
Mined from resources close to
the surface
97% of all bauxite mines in the
world today have formal, written
rehabilitation procedures in place.
Source: Council for Aluminium in
Building Website, October 2008

production over the same period.
SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS
Modern aluminium fenestration systems, with their enhanced thermal
break designs, provide excellent insulation levels that exceed current
energy saving requirements as well as maximising natural light and solar
gain potential.
RECYCLING
Aluminium is already recognised as a valuable commodity by the
construction industry and, across Europe, an average of 95% of the
aluminium in buildings is collected for recycling (Delft University Report).
With a proven service life exceeding sixty years, a growing worldwide
demand that enhances scrap values and an industry that continues to
improve its environmental profile aluminium is truly a ‘green’ product.
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ACCREDITATIONS AND TESTING
The natural result of Sapa’s commitment to ongoing product development
is a full complement of accreditations. From a company perspective,
we are ISO 9001 and IIP accredited. Dualframe includes Kitemark,
Q-Mark, Secured by Design and Window Energy Rating (WER) approval,
depending on the range. Elegance 52 and Elegance 72 Unitised curtain
walling systems have both passed testing to CWCT standard at the
Taylor Woodrow Technology Centre.
Full details of product-specific accreditations are contained in the relevant
Technical Data Sheet, available upon request. The accreditations shown
below are subject to change in line with amendments to British and
European standards.

BS 7950

BS 7950

Licence
KM74141
Licence
KM74141
BSNo.
7950
BSNo.
4873
Licence No. KM74141 Licence No. KM74159

BS 4873

BS 4873

BS 7950

BS 7950

Licence
No.23-1
KM74141
Licence
No.24-1
KM74141
PAS
PAS
Licence No. KM90215 Licence No. KM90215

BS 4873

Licence
KM74159
Licence No.
KM74159
Licence
KM74159
BSNo.
4873
Doorsets
PAS
23 & 24
BS7950No.
& BS4873
Certificate Number 001 Certificate Number 044 Certificate Number 034

BS 4873
Licence
No. KM74159
CWCT
EN

BS 7950
Licence
KM74141
BS No.
476-22

BSI Registered firm
Licence No. FM0114

BS 4873
Licence
No.
Secured
byKM74159
Design

Elegance 72 Unitised curtain walling
undergoing full scale weather performance
testing at Taylor Woodrow Technology Centre.
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SPECIFIER
INTERFACE
Our field based project
consultants work closely with
our in-house support team to
provide specifiers with specialist

Sapa Building System’s strategy
is to work closely with customers
and to identify solutions and
services that generate added value

advice concerning the correct
application of products. We can
provide guidance on Building
Regulations, British and European
standards and accreditations as
well as BREEAM and the Code
for Sustainable Homes. We can
also provide details on product
performance, usage, maintenance
and safety.
Our research and development
programme is coupled with
an in depth appreciation and
understanding of what specifiers
are looking to achieve with their
project designs. We aim to provide
architects and contractors an
unparalleled choice of innovative
and inspirational solutions with
support services to match.
We also understand that the
specification process is influenced
by client demands to achieve best
value and we are therefore keen
to participate in site visits, design
meetings and project discussions
at the earliest opportunity. Design
stages can be formalised through
written specification documents
and supported by samples,
literature and drawings for
consultation or planning issues.
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PRODUCTS
Sapa Building System’s products

Detailed CAD drawings are available
for all of our ranges, including
individual profiles or general
assemblies.

Windows

Curtain Walling

Dualframe 55mm Casement

Elegance 52 ST (Fully Capped)

aesthetics and thermal or weather

Dualframe 55mm Tilt/Turn

Elegance 52 SG (Structural Glazing – Carrier Frame)

performance, to off-site and

Dualframe 55mm Pivot

Elegance 52 SX (Structural Glazing – Toggle)

unitised manufacture, we have a

Dualframe 75mm Casement

Elegance 52 SGV (Structural Glazed Vent)

Dualframe 75mm Reversible

Elegance 52 HL (Trame Horizontale)

Monarch Casement

Elegance 52 GF (Cassette Glazing)

are specifically designed to answer
every architectural need. From

solution to every application.

Elegance 72 (Unitised)

The increased
demands that will
be placed on future
projects motivate
us to think ahead,
to anticipate future
laws and regulations
in a global context.

Doors
Dualframe 75mm HP

Ground Floor Treatments & Facades

202 Commercial

202 Ground Floor Framing

Stormframe ST Thermally

Dualframe Window Wall

Broken Commercial

Stormframe ST Thermally Broken Framing

Sliding Systems

Solar Control Products

Dualframe Sliding Windows

Elegance SC Passive Solution

Confort 125 Sliding Doors
Dualfold Sliding Folding Doors

Protection Products
Secur ll fire resistant screens

Every new product line is

Roof Systems

Secur ll fire resistant doors

tests in addition to independent

Elegance 52 Sloped Glazing

Powerframe blast resistant windows

external research bodies. In

Dualframe Roof

Powerframe blast resistant doors

subjected to stringent in-house

conjunction with pan-European
standards agencies, we aim for

Powerframe blast resistant curtain walling

an objective and undisputed
evaluation to ensure that each and
every one of our products ranges
can be specified with total peace
of mind.
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Office
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FINISHES
The colour of a façade, entrance
screen or run of windows is,
literally, the finishing touch to
a building. Corporate colour
schemes or simply breathtaking
swathes of colour create real
personalities for landmark projects.
Our in-house polyester powder
coating facility can match any BS
or RAL colour and, utilising the
natural sheen of the base material,
anodised finishes can catch the
light and change the appearance
of a building as the light fades late
in the day.
Our team of Project Consultants
are on hand to guide you to the
best solution for your needs.
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Healthcare
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SECTORS
We pride ourselves on our ability
to work in close partnership with
our clients and within their specific
areas which, over four decades,
has given us vast experience in
many different market sectors.
Whether you are involved in new
build or refurbishment projects,
in building maintenance or
speculative developments, we
have a product solution to meet
your requirements. These can
be tailored to suit your specific
project objectives (whether they
be security, safety, durability
or thermal efficiency) without
compromising the aesthetics
of your project design.

40 years’ experience
in the UK is now
augmented by
internationally proven
product ranges that
lead the way in many
market sectors.
Our network of UK fabricators
and installers are fully trained and
experienced in both the nature
of our products and working
to exacting site conditions. We
are continually developing new
ways of reducing risk on site,
including off-site manufacture and
active energy conservation and
generation.
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SECTORS
RETAIL

UNIVERSITY

EDUCATION

INDUSTRIAL

From boutiques to malls

Building by Degrees

Market leaders in the sector

Fast track factory and office

Our curtain walling, ground floor

The availability of higher education

As market leader in the education

treatments and high traffic doors

for a growing population means

sector, we have an enviable track

With our range of dedicated

can be combined to create eye-

more and better facilities

record in both refurbishment

and tested profiles functionality

catching entrances and façades

are required. From student

and new build. Our specialist

and form can be combined to

where they are most needed

accommodation to campus

subcontractors are able to work

create stunning factory and office

to attract consumers. Powder

buildings such as lecture halls

to tight deadlines both during

complexes, whilst conforming

coating to match corporate colour

and libraries, we are on fast

holidays and term time, using

to health and safety requirements

schemes adds an extra dimension

track timetables in new build and

decanting schemes to minimise

as well as budgets. Windows and

to the retail environment.

refurbishment projects across

disruption. Robust hardware and

façade glazing can be incorporated

the country.

fit-for-purpose design help to

directly into rainscreen cladding

LEISURE

minimise replacement costs and

systems. Elegance SC provides

High visibility with low

therefore reduce full-life costs.

solar control solutions to avoid

maintenance

heat gain and improve the interior

Large glazed areas are essential
in any sporting complex or arena.

HOTELS

environment for building users as

From budget to luxury is more

well as reducing operating costs.

than just a few stars

Our slim profiles ensure the
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developments

SOCIAL HOUSING

maximum viewing area and can be

Corporate image is a vital tool

used to create façades, atria and

in this competitive sector.

Driving ahead for decent homes

glazed roofs. High traffic doors

Our in-house powder coating

Life cycle costings, durability

including anti finger trap stiles and

facilities ensure a perfect match

and ease of maintenance are

low thresholds can be integrated

for your colour scheme, whether

all core aluminium values. With

seamlessly.

in RAL or Syntha Pulvin finish.

a wide choice of window and

Meanwhile our thermally broken

door configurations and locking

RESIDENTIAL

SPECIALIST APPLICATIONS

façade systems will meet U –Values

options, you can be sure that

National coverage for

Safety and security are

as well as providing stylish

safety and security stipulations

renovation or new build

paramount

entrances and screens.

can be met.

We work closely with our

Personnel protection is essential

nationwide network of specialist

in many walks of life these days.

OFFICE

HEALTHCARE

subcontractors to provide

Whether the requirement is for

Speculative new build or

Specialist hardware reduces risk

locally based manufacturing and

fire resistant doors and screens,

installation across the country.

blast resistant windows, doors

Office refurbishments, industrial

to the unification and extension

With carbon footprints increasingly

and curtain walling or ballistic

units and new business parks

of existing tributary healthcare

important to specifiers, this

resistant windows, we have the

may have different fenestration

buildings, our products can

national coverage both reduces

solution to meet your need.

prerequisites, but using our

facilitate a harmonised look.

embodied energy and ensures

Our specialist projects division can

versatile, cost effective systems,

Special care units can incorporate

a fast and efficient response to

provide further details on projects

a corporate appearance can

anti ligature hardware and low

changing priorities on site.

completed and test data for all of

easily be achieved in terms of

thresholds for entrance doors are

our Protection Systems.

finish and design.

Part M compliant.

brownfield redevelopment

From large new build PFI projects
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University/ Office/ Retail
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Leopold Square
Axis Architecture/Ask Developments
Elegance 52 SX Curtain Walling & 202 GFT
Sheffield, UK
Front Cover		
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Page:

Hull College
DLA Architecture
Elegance 52 Curtain Walling, Windows & Doors
Hull, UK
1
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Solent Business Park
ESA Architects
Elegance 52 Curtain Walling (SX & ST)
Fareham, UK		
2
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Office Block
D & C Van Impe en Partners
Elegance 52 HL Curtain Walling, Excellence 65 windows
Ghent, Belgium
3
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Ieper Business Park
De Meyer & Partners
Elegance 52 HL Curtain Walling & Confort 50 Windows & Doors
Ieper, Belgium
3
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Leopold Square
Axis Architecture/Ask Developments
Elegance 52 SX Curtain Walling & 202 GFT
Sheffield, UK
4-5
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Huntington School
York City Council
Dualframe 75mm Casment windows, Elegance 52 Curtain Walling, 202 HP Doors
York, UK
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Ieper Business Park
De Meyer & Partners
Elegance 52 HL Curtain Walling
Ieper, Belgium
8
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Baird Hall (Beresford House), Glasgow
3D Architects
Confort 50 Windows, Excellence 65 Windows & Elegance 52 Curtain Walling
Glasgow, UK
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Compass Point
Jaye Ford Architecture Ltd
Dualframe 55mm Tilt/Turn, 75mm Reversible Windows, 75mm HP Doors
Elegance 52 ST Curtain Wall
Bognor Regis, UK
Page: 22-23
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Ieper Business Park
De Meyer & Partners
Elegance 52 HL Curtain Walling
Ieper, Belgium
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Holiday Inn Express
Househam Henderson Architects Ltd
Dualframe 55mm Windows & Curtain Walling
Central London, UK
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Island Gardens
RMA Architects
Dualframe 75mm Reversible windows, sliding doors, 202 Ground Floor Framing
London, UK
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Hull College
DLA Architecture
Elegance 52 Curtain Walling, Windows & Doors
Hull, UK
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Brocco Flats
Studio One
Dualframe 55mm Casement, 75mm Tilt/Turn windows
Sheffield, UK
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ATS
Ian Simpson Architects
Dualframe 55mm Casement Windows
Manchester, UK
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Solent Business Park
ESA Architects
Elegance 52 Curtain Walling (SX & ST)
Fareham, UK
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Bishops Challoner School
Perkins Ogden Architects Ltd
Dualframe 55mm Casement windows, Elegance 52 ST Curtain Wall, 202 GFT
Tower Hamlets, London, UK
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University of Northumbria
RMJM
Curtain Walling & Top-Hung Windows
Tyne & Wear, UK
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Bishops Challoner School
Perkins Ogden Architects Ltd
Dualframe 55mm Casement windows, Elegance 52 ST Curtain Wall, 202 GFT
Tower Hamlets, London, UK
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OCMW Brugge Headquarters
Archinovo
Elegance 52 ST Curtain Walling
Brugge, Belgium
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Bishops Challoner School
Perkins Ogden Architects Ltd
Dualframe 55mm Casement windows, Elegance 52 ST Curtain Wall, 202 GFT
Tower Hamlets, London, UK
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Cudworth NHS Lift
Pearce Bottomley Architects
Dualframe Roof
Barnsley, UK
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Hull College
DLA Architecture
Elegance 52 Curtain Walling, Windows & Doors
Hull, UK
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Inspirations
Curtain walling, windows, doors, façades
and protection systems
All of the installations featured in this brochure use Sapa
architectural aluminium solutions. Full project details are
available on request.
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Our policy is one of continuous development and
consequently we reserve the right to vary the
products and their performance specification shown
in this literature without notice.

Sapa Building Systems Limited
Alexandra Way, Ashchurch, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire, GL20 8NB
T: 01684 853500 F: 01684 851850 E: info.buildingsystems.uk@sapagroup.com www.sapabuildingsystems.co.uk
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